EYFS and Y1

E-Safety

Beechwood

Year 2
We have been learning all about how we use the Internet and how we can
stay safe using the internet! We know that we shouldn’t talk to strangers
online and should always tell a trusted adult if we feel frightened by
something we see online.

Autumn 2020
Smartie the Penguin
helped the children to
understand how to
stay safe online
particularly when
something pops up on
the screen. The
children learnt they
should always tell an
adult and to not touch
anything on the
computer.

Year 6
Year 5

Year 3/4
We have recapping their E-safety knowledge and learning about how our
online and oﬄine iden..es can diﬀer. The children really enjoyed crea.ng
their imaginary online iden..es and it really helped them to understand
how people can change who they are when they’re playing online.

Children in Year 5 explored the importance of staying
safe online and maintaining safe rela.onships. We
discussed the 5 key areas of the SMART code of
conduct. Children also developed understanding about
‘conduct’ when online; ensuring they are aware of
what content they are allowed to view and use and
what should be avoided. We also talked about the
importance of keeping our adults involved and not
communica.ng with unknown people online. We then
related this to being Ready, Respec/ul and Safe and
ensuring we follow these rules to be respec/ul
members of the community.

In our session, we discussed the school SMART code and how to keep safe online.
We explored both the pros and cons of social media and how privacy se+ngs can
be adapted in order to protect ourselves. We discovered how cyberbully can
aﬀect people of all ages. We explored the importance of conduc.ng ourselves
respec/ully; sharing appropriate content and ensuring we are in contact with
individuals we know. Annabelle: “I enjoyed the session because I like learning
about e-safety. It helps me when I’m using the internet. My favourite part was the
quiz because when we did it a second .me I knew a lot more answers so I knew I
had learnt a lot!”

